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1. Introduction. Let <p(j) = 2"=i a(n)X~s and xb(s) be Dirichlet series satisfying

a functional equation of the form

(1.1) rm(s)4>(s) = Fm(r-s)xb(r-s),

where m is a positive integer and r is real. Several authors (e.g. see [2], [5], and [6]

and the references there given) have derived identities for 2a„s^ o(n)(x—Xn)q,

where q is real. On the contrary, only in a few special cases have identities been

given for 2a„s* a(n) log9 (x/Xn). In this paper we derive identities for the afore-

mentioned sum when a is a nonnegative integer and </> is a Dirichlet series belonging

to the same class as that studied in [2]. We conclude with several examples involving

well-known arithmetical functions.

Throughout the sequel we let s = o+it with o and t both real. If c is real, we

denote the integral \ccVtZ by J(c). The summation sign 2 appearing with no indices

will always mean 2n°=i- J*(x) always denotes the usual Bessel function of order v.

c, cn and c'n,0Sn<oo, always denote constants, not necessarily the same with each

occurrence. Also, a always denotes a nonnegative integer.

2. Definitions and preliminary results. The following definitions and lemmas

will be important in the sequel.

Definition 1. Let {An} and {/xn} be two sequences of positive numbers tending

to oo, and {a(n)} and {/>(«)} two sequences of complex numbers not identically zero.

Consider the functions <f> and xb representable as Dirichlet series

</>(s) = 2 a(n)X~s,       xb(s) = 2 b(n)^°

with finite abscissas of absolute convergence aa and a*, respectively. We say that

</> and xb satisfy functional equation (1.1) if there exists in the s-plane a domain D

which is the exterior of a bounded closed set S such that in F a holomorphic

function xC?) exists with these properties:

(i) x(s) = Tm(s)</>(s), °>oa; x(s) = Tm(r-s)xb(r-s), o<r-o*.

(ii) If y=o%+p — I/4m, where the positive integer/» and 7; are chosen so that
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y>max (0, aa, o-*) and S lies outside R = {s : r — y<a<y, \t\ ^t/}, but in r — y<

c<y, then for some constant 9< 1,

(2.1) x(s) = 0(exp [exp(dn\s\/(2y-r))]),

uniformly in F as \s\ —> oo.

Lemma 2.1.  We have

|r(s)|~(2-)1,2|/ri,2exp(-Í7r|z|),

for fixed a, as \t\ tends to oo.

Lemma 2.2. For c>0 andq^O,

¿/„¡Si*-* °^<!'
= log« (*)/?!,       xfc 1,

except when x= 1 and q = 0 in which case the result is 1/2.

Lemma 2.2 is a consequence of [4, Lemma 3.62, p. 78].

Definition 2. Let ¿(s) = 2 ö(«)A~s. For o ̂  0 and x > 0, let

S(x;q) = ±  2' *(») log' WA")'
9-  A„S*

where the ' indicates that if x=An and q = 0, a(n) is to be multiplied by 1/2.

Lemma 2.3. For c> max (0, oa),

„,      .       1    f   ¿(s)xs

This result is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.2.

Definition 3. For w, z>>0 and q^O, define

For q > 0 we observe

(2.2) ñs(z/, z>; <7)/dz> = s(u, v;q— l)/v,

(2.3) ds(u, z;; tf)/3w = — s(u, v;q— l)/u,

and

(2.4) s(v,v;q) = 0.
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Definition 4. Let k and m be positive integers with kSm. If min (¡x, v) + 3/2>0,

define

Fv(x; p; mk) = P u^Jf1 Ju(um.x) dum.x- ■ • P ul^-1 Ju(uk)
Jo Jo

/»co /• co

K¿~ij F,(wfc_ j) i/Mk_! • • • Mf ̂ (UlVAx/Ui   •««-1)
Jo Jo

OHfc

For fc=l, let Fv(x;/n;»î1) = Fv(x;/t; «?), as in [2]. For w = l, Fv(x;/¿; l)=7v(x).

Lemma 2.4. For 0<c<min \(p, v) + 3/4,

i    /•   2Zms_<m-'c''í-'cv_m + 1Fm('c)v-2s

x-Fv(x; ft; wfc) = ^ J^   rm-^+, _j)r^+, _i}   ds.

Lemma 2.4 is a consequence of a general theorem on multiple Mellin transforms

(see e.g. [14, pp. 53, 60 and 196]).

Lemma 2.5. For min %(p, v) + 3/4 > 0,

CO

Kv(x;Lt;mk) ~ ^-«xm-w-m+i/wm 2 cnx-"mcos(«7x1,m-l-c;),

n = 0

as x —> oo.

Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [7, Lemma 1] have proven a similar result,

and the proof of Lemma 2.5 follows along the same lines as their proof.

Lemma 2.6. As x -> 0, Fv(x; p; m) = 0(xv).

This is a consequence of the fact that Jv(x) = 0(xv) as x -> 0.

Lemma 2.7. Let q be a positive integer and £,>0, 1 SjSq. Then,

r^...r|irAï(H;ii;ffl)rf„
J{,       ÍQ-1 J(2       SI     Jil

= (-1)"-1 P waFv(M; p; m>(«, f,; a-1) ok,
J«,

provided a < [(ju. — v)(m — 1) + l/2]/m.

Proof. We use induction on a. If a= 1, the result is trivial. Assume that for q ̂ 2,

P      dja^^rdji   rMMa^v(M.^;w)i/M
Ji,-1    Sq-2 J{2     Si   Jii

= (-l)«"2 P    WK¿u;li;m)s(u,iq-i;q-2)du.
Ji,-i
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Multiply both sides by l/£,_i and integrate over (£,, oo) to obtain

rd^i...rc!k r u«Kv(u;p;m)du
J{,      Çq-l Jí2      Si    J«!

= (-lf-2 f"^tl r    uaKv(u;p;m)s(u,$q_x;q-2)du
J{,       £<J-1    Jí,-!

= (-l)"-2 P ««/:„(«; M;m)</w p7^!_(a,f,_1;í-I)dí,_1
Jí, Jí, c£q-i

/•CO

= (-l)'-1       i/°/:v(i/;/x;m)j(i/,ía;?-l)A/i/,
J«,

upon the use of (2.2) and (2.4). The interchange in order of integration is valid by

a theorem in [8, p. 349].

Lemma 2.8. Let q be a positive integer and £,->0, 1 SjSq. Then,

f ' dpsl... f 2 ̂ i f ' w<*a:v(m; ^; „,) ¿M =  Ç" uaKv(u; p; m)s(u, Çq;q-\)du,
JO Çq-l JO £l     JO JO

provided a + v +1 > 0.

The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2.7.

Lemma 2.9.  We have

d[x"Kv(x; p; m)]/dx = xvKv_x(x; p.; m)

and

d[xvKv(x;• v-1 ; mk)]/dx = x* " 'Kv(x; v- 1 ; mk_ x).

These formulas are easily derived from Lemma 2.4.

Lemma 2.10. Let q be a nonnegative integer and suppose b = ma + (v — p)(m—l)

— \<0. Then, as £-> oo,

/»CO

uaKv(u; p; m) log" u du

(co min(n.q) \

2 ¿-„im    2    log"-k Ç(ck exp (im€Vm) + c'k exp (-imèllm))\.
n=0 k=0 I

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5 it is sufficient to examine

/•CO

u(b - m + Dim ]og3 u exp tjmullm) fa

/»OO

= c zF log" m eiu du
Jmïllm

n-1 mini;'.g) /»oo Q

= exp (/«if1"") 2 I'6-"""    2    Oclog'^f + c zz""" 2 O log3Wueiudu,
i=0 fc = 0 Jmillm j = 0

upon «^<7 integrations by parts, and the result follows.
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Lemma 2.11. Let q be a nonnegative integer and suppose a + v+l >0 and b = ma

+ (v-Li)(m-l)- 1/2^0. Then, as £-> oo,

uaKv(u ; [t. ; m) log" u du

(Wi min(n,q) \

2 f ~ nlm    2    ^S" " " ^Ck exP i'mtllm) + c'k exp ( - imÇ11"1)) ,
n=0 k=0 I

where [b] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to b.

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5 it is sufficient to examine

M(b - m + Dim logQ u exp fjmullm) du

/•mi1'"1

= c u" log" u eiu du
Jm

n-1 minO'.q)

= c + exp(im£llm) 2 ?b~nim   2   c* ,08?"^
1 = 0 fc = 0

/•mi1/"1 min(n,g)

+ u"-n   2    c',lo$q-iueiudu
Jm ; = 0

n-1 mlníí.a)

= exp (/«if1"") 2 ?"~i)lm   2    Cfclog8_ki + 0(l),
; = 0 fc = 0

upon n=[b]+l integrations by parts. The result now follows.

3. The identities for 5(x, q).

Theorem 1. Let </> satisfy Definition 1 and choose y>r. Let x>0, f = 2m(/xnx)1/2,

and q a positive integer such that q > 2mo* —mr—1/2.

(i) Suppose q<m. If m^2, assume r> —1/2 unless q+l=m in which case we

only require r > — 3/2. Then,

(3.1) S(x;q) = R(x;q) + 2«yb(n)l-Y2Kr(Z;r-l;mq+x)
\Pn/

where the series on the right-hand side converges absolutely and

where C is a curve, or curves, encircling all of the singularities of<f>(s)/sq + i.

(ii) Suppose q^m. Ifm^2, suppose r> —3/2. Then, if q>mr — \,

S(x;q) = R(x;q)-22q-mr-m

■2 ^'-T (x*~m f «r-" + m-1^+5-m(»; r; m)s(u, {;q-m) du),

where the series on the right-hand side converges absolutely.
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Note that if a* ^r in (ii), the condition q>mr—1/2 is redundant.

Proof. Let y>r be as given in Definition 1. By Lemma 2.3 foroäO,

(,.3) ¿JL^?*-**
Consider the integrand on the left-hand side of (3.3) and integrate around the

rectangle with vertices y ± iT and r—y± iT, where T is chosen large enough so that

S is entirely contained within the rectangle. Since y > oa, on s = y +it, ¿(s)/sQ + 1 = o(l)

as |/| —> oo. Using (1.1) and Lemma 2.1, we have on s = r — y + it, since yxr*,

¿(si _ F">(r-s)¿(r-s) _      , |2my_mr_        _
s" + 1 ~     Fm(s)s" + 1     "Ul|f| )    °ylh

as 111 -> oo, provided <? > 2«zy—mr — 1. Hence, from (2.1 ) and a Phragmen-Lindelöf

Theorem [9, p. 109], the integrals along the horizontal edges tend to 0 as F-> oo.

Thus,

(3.4) ¿f   &££& = /(*) + *(*; ?),

¿(s)xs

where

«-¿Í
(r-y)   *

i/s.

Replacing s by r—s, using the functional equation, and interchanging the order of

summation and integration by absolute convergence if q > 2my - mr, we arrive at

*—    pn     ¿TTl J(y

r-(s)(/xnxf-s  ds
JM rm(r-s)(z-s)« + 1

Suppose q<m. Then, using Lemma 2.4, we have

K^ - v bM _L f        r^sx^xy*
'W      ¿ /x;  2ni )iy)F™-«-\r-s)F« + \r+l-s)aS

(3.6) _        /v\r'2
= 2' 2 *(«) r     ^(2-(/*»*)1/a; r-1 ; mq+x),

\pn/

provided r> —1/2 if «zä2. However, if q+l=m, we only need r> — 3/2 since

ATr(z; r— 1 ; mm) = Kr(z; r; m). Combining (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6), we have shown (3.1)

for q>2y — r and q^O.

But, by Lemma 2.5,

I(x) = 0(x(mr-'-1,2)/2m2 |/z(n)|/xn-(mr+s+1,2),2m)

= o(ximr~Q~ll2)l2m)

provided q>2ma*—mr—1/2. Thus, /(x) converges absolutely and uniformly for

q>2mo%— mr— 1/2. By 2»z/> differentiations with the help of Lemma 2.9, (3.1) is

then upheld for q>2mo*— mr—1/2 and q^O. However, the uniform convergence

of I(x) for q>2mo*— mr—1/2 implies that the 2mpth derivative is continuous.
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Hence, S(x;q) is continuous, and g>0, since S(x;q) is discontinuous on (0, co)

fora^O.

Assume now that a ^m. From Lemma 2.4,

i   f.        22ms_mr_i?+irm(v)u~2s

(3.7)    „-'-•♦-Kr+q.m(u; r; m) = j- j^ rm_1(>,+ ] ^^ , _f>|_f) A.

provided 0 < c < r/2 + 3/4. But, by using Lemma 2.1 and Cauchy's Theorem we may

move the line of integration to y + it, —oo<t<oo, provided q>2my — mr. Multiply

both sides of (3.7) by u2''1 and integrate over (ft, co), £x>0, provided that

q>mr — \ so that the resulting integral on the left-hand side converges. Using a

standard theorem (e.g. see [8, p. 349]) to invert the order of integration, we find

f•'ci

f-q + m-1Kr + Q.m(u;r;m)du

(3.8) i      r 22ms_mr_l'rmiç)i2r-2s

2niLr^ (r+1 -s)F(r+q+ 1 -m-s)(r-s)
ds,

provided y>r, q>2my — mr and q>mr — \. Now multiply both sides of (3.8) by

1/fj and integrate over (<f2, °°), 4t2>0. After q — m+l such integrations and the

application of Lemma 2.7, we find

I*"      Ijazs. ..rdiiT ur-^m-xKr+q_Áu.,. m)du
Jifl-m + 1    Sq-m J{2     =1   Jii

(3.9) .(_!)•— f"        ur'q + m-1Kr+^m(u;r;m)s(u,$q.m+x;q-m)du
* Zq - m + 1

í_1\g-m + l    /• 22ms -mr-2q + m pm/ „ \ ¿2r - 2s

=        2rVi       J(y) rm-1(r+l-5)r(/-+a+l-«7-i)(r-i)'I-m + 1 *'

Letting Çq-m+x = € and multiplying both sides of (3.9) by xQ~m, we have

/•CO

I    ur-q + m-1Kr+q_m(u;r;m)s(u,£;q-m)du

Ç   _Fm(s)rirn-s.\r + q-m-s_

J(y) rm"1(r+ 1 -s)F(r+q + 1 -m-s)(r-s)"-m + 1

■q-m

(3.10) {
2mr~2q + m f Fm(s)firn-Sxr +

2-ni

Now differentiate both sides of (3.10) (q — m) times to obtain

dc-m

dx'q-m
(xq-m P t/r-* +"-%+,_„(«; r; «7)5(1/, £; a-«i) du\

2™-2q+™ r r^js^xy-
1      ' " 2iri     J(y) rm(/-+l-í)(r-í)'I-m + 1

By a well-known theorem (see e.g. [13, p. 59]) these differentiations are easily

justified if a > 2«7y — wr. Substituting (3.11) into (3.5) and combining it with (3.3)

and (3.4), we arrive at (3.2), provided q>2my — mr and aäO.
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However, with the aid of (2.1), (2.3) and Lemma 2.10, we find

Jq-m     I />oo \

■¿^ Ix9""1 I    ur-"+m-1Kr+q^m(u; r; m)s(u, Í; q-m) du)

l*co Q-m

ur-q + m-1Kr+q_m(u;r;m)^¿, cks(u,£;k)du
Jí k = 0

= o(¿(mr~''~ll2)l2mlos.q~m¿).

Hence,
I(x) = 0(xlmr-Q-ll2)l2mlogq-mx),

provided q>2mo*-mr—\. Since I(x) converges uniformly for q>2mo* — mr—\,

by 2mp differentiations the validity of (3.2) is upheld for q>2ma* — mr — \. Again,

the uniform convergence implies q>0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

In many cases the identity (3.2) can be greatly simplified. We illustrate this in the

following

Theorem 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 be satisfied for q^m, except that

the condition q>mr—\is replaced by r < 1 + l/2«z. Then,

(3.12) S(x;q) = R(x;q)-2"-mryl^P P ur'1Kr(u;r;m)s(u, Ç; q-m)du,
f'n    J(

where the series on the right-hand side converges absolutely.

Proof. We derive (3.5) as before, but now we consider

,, .„ , .       1    f    22™-mr-m + lFm(s)u-2s j

(3.13) u %(M; r; m) = ^ j^-rm{r+l_s)-*,

provided 0 < c < r/2 + 3/4. Proceeding as before, we find

/•CO

ur~lKr(u;r;m)s(u, H;q — m) du

(3'14) ! f F"(s)(pnxy-°
}MFm(r+l-s)(r-sy-m + 1     '

provided or, q>2mc — mr, and r< 1 + l/2«z so that the integral on the left-hand

side converges. By Lemma 2.1 and Cauchy's Theorem we can move the line of

integration of the integral on the right-hand side of (3.14) to y + it, —co<t<co,

provided q > 2my—mr. Substituting (3.14) into (3.5) and combining it with (3.3) and

(3.4), we have established (3.12) if q>2my—mr.

Now integrate by parts (q—m) times with the aid of Lemma 2.9 and (2.3). The

integrated terms always vanish because of (2.4) and the fact that r<l + l/2m.

Thus, we find that

/•CO

wr_1/(rr("; r; m)s(u, $; q-m) du

/»oo q — m

«r-«+"-%+í_m(«; r; m) 2 cks(u, Ç; k) du
JZ Jc = 0

= o(f(mr-a~1/2),2m log<I~m P)
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by Lemma 2.10. Hence,
/(*) = 0(x(mr-"-1,2)/2mlog<!-mx),

provided that q>2mo* — mr — \, and the validity of (3.12) follows as before.

The following theorem gives an analogous identity to (3.2) in the case that

qSmr — \.

Theorem 3. In the same notation as Theorem 1, assume that q>2mo*—mr—j

and mSqSmr — \. Suppose also that 0<y<r. Then,

(3.15)   S(x;q) = R(x;q) + 2q'mr V ^r f «r_1Fr(«; r; m)s(u, £;q-m) du,
Pn    Jo

where the series on the right-hand side converges absolutely.

Proof. Consider again (3.13) and multiply both sides by u2r~x. However, now

we integrate over (0, ¿;x), fi>0, to obtain

f?1   r-itr,  •        w l    f   2m<2s-'-1>r"'(5)cff -2s j
Jo   "     KÁU' r; m) dU = 2M L   r-(r+l-s)(r-s)   ds>

provided 0<c<r. After q—m+l integrations and the application of Lemma 2.8,

we have

i"' d^Lza... I*s ̂ 1 P W-iKJv; r; m) du
JO     Sq-m Jo        £1    JO

(3.16) =       ur~xKr(u;r;m)s(u,i;q—m)du

i     /•      22ms~mr-9rmi'v)£2r-2s

= 2n~i J(c) r^r+l-jXr-j)«-»*1 *'

provided 0<c<r. Again, we move the line of integration to y + it, — oo<i<co,

y < r, with the aid of Lemma 2.1 and Cauchy's Theorem, provided that q > 2my — mr.

Substituting (3.16) into (3.5) and combining the result with (3.3) and (3.4), we have

proven (3.15) for q > 2my — mr.

However, upon q-m integrations by parts with the use of Lemma 2.9, Lemma

2.6, (2.3) and (2.4), we arrive at

ur  1Kr(u; r; m)s(u, Ç;q — m) du

ft/•{ q-m

=      ur-q*m-1Kr+q.m(u;r;m)y   cks(u,$;k)du
Jo te-o

= 0(£ mr ~q ~ll2)t2m fog9 ~ m £)

by Lemma 2.11, provided that aSmr—\. Thus,

I(x) = 0(x{m,~q-m)l2mlogq-n x),

provided q>2mo*-mr-%. As before, (3.15) is then valid for q>2mo*-mr-
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Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorems 1-3, if q<m,

S(x;q) = R(x;q) + 0(ximr-«-ll2),2m);

ifq^m,
S(x ; q) = R(x ; q) + 0(x(mr " " "1,2)/2m log" - m x).

Richert [12] has obtained big 0-estimates for S(x; q) for a large class of Dirichlet

series. The functional equation satisfied by Richert's series is more general than

ours, but he requires that ¿ = ¿ and that ¿ be entire.

We now wish to establish identities (3.1), (3.2), (3.12) and (3.15) for the smallest

possible value of q.

Theorem 4. (i) Let q<m and suppose that for a > a*,

= o(l)sup
osztsi

2 b(n)p¿° + íl2m
k2mg«„£(lc+>i)2m

as £—> co. Then, (3.1) is valid for q>2ma*—mr —3/2. The series on the right-hand

side of (3.1) converges uniformly on any interval for x > 0 when q>0. The convergence

is bounded on any interval 0<X!^x^x2<oo when q = 0.

(ii) Let q^m and suppose that for oo*,

sup
osftsi

2        ¿>(«K-*+1/2mlog<-'vn
lc2m£unsa + li)2m

o(D

as k -> co. Then, (3.2), (3.12) and (3.15) are valid for q>2mo*—mr —3/2, and the

respective series converge uniformly on any interval, x > 0.

The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 in [2], and we omit

the details. We use Lemma 2.5 in the extension of (3.1), Lemma 2.10 in the exten-

sions of (3.2) and (3.12), and Lemma 2.11 in the extension of (3.15), and then

proceed in exactly the same manner as in [2].

4. Examples. In the following we do not concentrate on examples for q = 0,

because these identities are identical to the ones given in [5] and [2] for<7 = 0 there.

Most of the identities given in the examples are new.

Example 1. Consider 7r~s£(2s), where £(s) is the Riemann zeta-function, which

satisfies Definition 1 for m=l, r = l, Xn = pn = nn2 and va = \. £(s) has a simple pole

of residue 1 at s= 1. Replacing x by ttx2 and noting that JV2(z) = (2/ttz)112 sin z,

we have from Theorem 2 for q > 0,

2 log" (x/n) = q\x+ 2 (<?k(;)(0)log,-/*
n¿x 1=0 \J I

q\ v 1  fra    sin « ...
—— > - -s(u, 2-nnx ; q — 1 ) du.

n ^ n J2nnx    u

By Corollary 1, the series on the right-hand side is 0(x~" log""1 x), but this term

may be easily replaced by an asymptotic series. We shall work out the most
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important case of a = 1, but the method is applicable for any positive integer.

Since C(0)=—i and £'(0)= — ̂Tog27r, we see that after several integrations by

parts,
„ 1
2, log (x/ri) ~ x—= log 2ttx

»Si L

lr-1 /cos 27T«x   sin 2-rmx   2 ! cos 27T«x   3 ! sin 2-nnx        \

v ¿-> n\   2nnx       (2imx)2       (2nnx)3 (2nnx)i )'

But,

and

H^t-W^"14    j=l'2'-

sin 2ir«X       (27r)2y   *
(-iylT^-jg^*-»C»-6«ft     , = 2,3,...,

where B,(x) is they'th Bernoulli polynomial [l, p. 805]. Thus,

This result may also be obtained from the Euler-Maclaurin formula.

Example 2. Let <f>(s)=Tr~2sr,2(2s), where here m=2, Xn=ir2n2 and a(n) = d(n),

where d(ri) denotes the number of divisors of«. Since [15, p. 184],

f°° TT
u  1 sin u sin x2/u du = ■= Y0(2x) + F0(2x),

where Y0(z) and K0(z) are the Bessel functions usually so denoted, and

t(s) = (s-l)-i+y + 0((s-l)),

where y denotes Euler's constant, we have from Theorem 1 forq= 1 upon replacing

x by 7r2x2,

2 d(n) log (x/n) = x(logx-2 + 2y) + ^log47r2x

+ ¿ 2 ~ [Y0(WnxYl2)+l F0(47r(«x)1'2)].

This identity was first proven by Oppenheim [11].

By Theorem 2 we have for a ä 2, upon replacing x by 7r2x2,

^2d{n)logq(x/n)

= x(logx-(q+l) + 2y) + l £ (})$ fo,)}^ log-,

- Í 2 ír Í "     M " M«, 47r2"^ !fl - 2) Í ̂ W2) + - Fo(2W1'2)l O«.
¿tt *—    n    Jinznx L rr J
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We may also write down identities involving dk(n), where dk(n) denotes the

number of ways of expressing « as a product of k factors.

Example 3. The classical function A(z) is defined by

CO

A(z) = e2™ I I (l-e2*in*)2\       Imz > 0.
rt = l

Consider for k>0,
fckll2(¿\ _  e2xikzll2 V aik)¡n\e2nHn-l)z

If k = \, AV2i(z)=fi(z), the classical eta-function; if k=l2, A(z) = It(/i)e2,ík,

where t(«) denotes Ramanujan's arithmetical function. The associated Dirichlet

series (27r)"s 2 am(n)(n—l +k/12)~s satisfies Definition 1 for zzz=l, r = k and

caS\(k+\), and the analytic continuation of the series is an entire function.

Replacing x by 27rx, we have from Theorem 3 for 1 SqSk — \,

I  2  a«\n) log" (x/Xn)
"' Kéx

= 2«(»-fc 2 ^xjp Jo u«-Vk(u)s(u, 4n(XnxY>2; q-l)du,

where An = n—l+zt/12. In particular, for k=l2,

-y 2  <n) log' (x/n) = 2"(47r)-12 2 3* u"Ji2(u)s(u, 4ir(nxY>2;q-1) du,
q • iíi "   Jo

provided 1 SqS 11. Using Theorems 1 and 2, we may write down other identities

as well. In particular, if k = \ and q = 0,

tr<i 1     ^ aai2)(n)
2  a(1/2,(») = m 2 -TUT1 sin O^x)1'2),

where An = « -23/24.

Example 4. Let Çfc(s) denote the Epstein zeta-function defined by

ík(s) = ^rk(n)n-\       k 2; 2,

where rk(«) denotes the number of integral solutions to the equation n\ + n\+ ■ ■ ■

+ n\ = n. TT~%k(s) satisfies Definition 1 with m=l, r = k/2 and aa = k/2. tk(s) has a

poleats = A:/2 with residue -nkS2/F(k/2). \fk = 2, we may apply Theorem 2 to obtain

for q^l,

I  2  r2(n)log«(x/n) = nx + ± ¿  (*W(0) log-'x

-— 2 ^ f     ,. -««W«. 2w(«Jf)1'a; ?- 1) <ft#.

Since £2(0) = — 1, for <¡r = 1,

2 r2(») log (x/«) = ttx-log x + Ç2(0)-1- 2 ^ y0(27r(«x)1'2).
nix " n

Müller [10] and Carlitz [3] have previously shown that

2 r2(n) log N/n = nN-log N + c+0(N~Vi).
nSAT
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The error term is a consequence of Corollary 1 in our work. Oppenheim [11]

indicated that he was able to obtain an identity for 2ng* r2(«) log (x/«)( but he

does not give it.

For k>2 we may apply Theorem 1 to obtain for q>^(k— 1),

¿2 rk(n) log" (x/n)
1 ■ n&x

= /2Y-(^xr   i_ f (g\mo)logq-ix_2^1
\k)       F(kl2)+q\Jé0\jr{u)lOë      *    W2

•2 ^S d^i (^,_1 JV»« u«'2-qJkl2+q-x(u)s(u, 2n(nxy>2; q-1) á¡).

By Corollary 1, the series on the right-hand side is 0(xik~2q~1)li log"-1 x).

Example 5. Let k be an even integer and consider f(s) = (t(s)r,(s—k+l) =

J,ak-i(n)n~s, where crk-i(n)=zl.d\ndk~1. Then (27r)_s/(i) satisfies Definition 1

with m = l, r = k, b(n) = (—l)kl2cTk_x(n) and aa=k. By Theorems 1 and 4 we have

for q^ max (l,k—3/2),

- 2 ^-i(»)logQ(^/n)
9¡nTx

(_l)l+fc/222Q-l

= «^ + it  ^WoMog-'x + i

■2 ̂ ^ £k ft-1 JV« "fc-%+a-i("M", 47r(«x)1'2; a-1) d«).

Example 6. Let F be an algebraic number field of degree rx+2r2, where rx

denotes the number of real conjugates in K, and 2r2 the number of imaginary

conjugates. The Dedekind zeta-function iK(s) = J. F(n)n~s, where F(«) denotes the

number of nonzero integral ideals of norm n in K, satisfies the functional equation

¡(s)=i(l-s), where £.(s) = Frx(±s)Fr2(s)B-s(,K(s). Here F=2r27rri'2+r2|A|-1'2,

where A denotes the discriminant of K. (.K(s) converges absolutely for a > 1 and

has a simple pole at s=l with residue A«, where A = 2ri+r27rr2i?/w|A|1/2 and «

denotes the class number. F denotes the regulator and w the number of roots of

unity in K.

Suppose, first, that ^ = 0, so that Fis purely imaginary. If q = r2— 1, we have by

Theorems 1 and 4,

I 2 F(n) log" (x/n) = A«x + i ¿ ('W(0)log«-'x

+2q 2 F(n){^mKx(2q^B(nxy<2; 1 ; q+1).

For a £ r2, we have by Theorem 2,

I 2 F(«)logUx/«) = A«x + i 2   ('•)o?(0)log«-'x
¥• nix 1 •  i = 0   \J I

2"~m ~ F(n) f "
-V 2 ^ ,. K¿u> l ; mWM> 2mF(«x)1'2; q-m) du.

B     <-•     n    J2mB(nx)112
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In particular, if z-2 = l, i.e. K is an imaginary quadratic field, and q=\, the above

identity yields

2 F(«)log(x/«) = A«x + ̂ (0)logx+^(0)-^2—^oCMnx/IAI)1'2).

If K is a real field we may also write down identities analogous to those above.

In particular, for a real quadratic field and q= 1 we obtain from Theorems 1 and 4,

2 F(«) log (x/ri) = Xhx+l.K(0) log x+CM
ngx

+ ^T 2 ¥ [r0(47r(«x/|A|)i'2)+? K0(4n(nx/\&\y>2)].
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